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Taxation for Decision Makers, 2020
Fundamentals of Taxation emphasizes a hands-on approach to tax education. It's a Taxation textbook
designed to expose beginning tax students to tax law, but to also teach the practical intricacies
involved in the preparation of tax forms and tax returns. To train tomorrow's tax preparers to handle
the complex U.S. tax law, the Fundamentals of Taxation textbook and Connect author team have devised
four primary teaching advantages: Organized to closely follow the IRS tax forms. Actual tax forms are
incorporated throughout the text, giving students the opportunity to understand the principles behind
tax law while they learn how to work with clients to obtain the information they will need to complete
tax forms. Proper reporting of tax issues are illustrated. The authors present a tax issue, discuss the
legal requirements, illustrate the proper tax form placement, and show the completed form in the text,
mixing practical and legal implications of tax preparation. Integration of an individual income tax
software package (TaxACT). The authors supplement the text with citations of relevant tax authorities,
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such as the Internal Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, Revenue Rulings, Revenue Procedures, and court
cases.

Federal Taxation of Trusts, Grantors, and Beneficiaries

Fundamentals of Taxation 2020 Edition

Essentials of Federal Income Taxation for Individuals and Business (2008)
Federal Tax Accounting advises tax preparers, accountants, attorneys, and other professionals about
timing issues, i.e. when an item, such as income, deduction, or credit may be reported on a tax return.
Tax accounting rules govern the tax incidents of when tax events must be taken into account for federal
income tax purposes. The when question is the subject of this book. In general, tax accounting is not
concerned with whether an item is includable in income or deductible or even with the character of the
item but when it may be reported. One may ask "how can a book''s sole subject be when? Consider the
following issues which relate to timing: . Under the annual accounting doctrine, should tax accounting
be transactional or periodic? . Should an item of income be considered income upon receipt even though
the taxpayer might be obligated to return the item? What if the item is in dispute; should it be picked
up as income or be deferred? . If a taxpayer takes a deduction in a previous year but recovers the item
in a subsequent year, should the item recovered be income? . If the taxpayer dissolves his corporation
and recognizes capital gain and is obligated to pay a liability of the corporation, is the deduction
ordinary or capital? . What tax year should a partnership, S corporation, personal holding company or
regular corporation use? What are the alternatives for the taxpayer? Can taxpayers make elections to use
tax years other than those that are required? . If the taxpayer is using an erroneous tax year, how is
the error corrected? . What are the requirements for choosing methods of accounting? . How does a
taxpayer adopt a method of accounting? . Should the taxpayer be using the cash method of accounting; if
so how should the taxpayer maintain his books? How should the books clearly reflect income? . When a
taxpayer receives a promissory note, does the taxpayer have income? Can the taxpayer defer income? . If
a taxpayer is involved in a commercial transaction and deposits the money in escrow until the following
year, when does the taxpayer have income? . If a taxpayer decides to prepay some year-end expenses, can
the taxpayer take a deduction before the expenses are utilized? . What are the rules for the taxpayer
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who is required to use the accrual method of accounting? . Is title important to an accrual method
taxpayer? . What if the income is recognized but may not be collected; can the accrual taxpayer not
report income? . If an accrual method taxpayer receives prepaid income, must it always recognize income?
. How does prepaid income relate to generally accepted accounting principles and financial accounting? .
If a taxpayer is using an erroneous method of accounting, can it change to a proper method or must it
seek permission from the Commissioner? . What if the Commissioner determines that a taxpayer is using an
improper method of accounting; what are the consequences? . What are the rules for the sale of
containers, routable spare parts, COD sales, consignment etc.? . Can small businesses which sell
merchandise use the cash method under certain circumstances? . If a taxpayer is required to use the
uniform capitalization rules under IRC §263A what exceptions are there? . What is the small reseller
exception? . What is the small producer exception? . How does a taxpayer determine ending inventory
including additional uniform capitalization costs? . If a taxpayer is a reseller, what items will be
purchasing cost, labor costs, and handling cost? . What are the simplified methods for determining
additional IRC §263A cost to ending inventory? . How are these methods implemented? . What are the tax
accounting rules for multiple businesses? Can a business maintain two separate methods of accounting? .
What are the interest capitalization rules required under IRC §263A? . If the taxpayer is engaged in an
installment sale, will the installment sale be qualified under IRC §453? . What are the exceptions to
IRC §453? . How is installment gain determined? . If the taxpayer engages in a contingent payment sale,
how is the sale reported? . Can dealers engage in installment sales? . What are the related party rules
that impact tax accounting (including installment sales)? . What are the rules required for non-dealers
who sell property for more than $5 million? . What are the rules for long-term contracts, manufacturing
contracts, and construction contracts? . How is the completed contract method implemented? . How is the
percentage of completion method implemented? . Which taxpayers who are producing goods are permitted a
domestic production deduction? How is the domestic production deduction computed and applied? . How does
time value of money transaction impact tax accounting transactions? . What is the AFR? . Are private
annuities available? . How are self-canceling notes determined and utilized? . How is personal interest
handled for tax accounting purposes? . How is investment interest determined and handled for tax
accounting purposes? . What are the original issue discount rules applicable to tax accounting? . What
are below-market loans and what are the issues related thereto? This and much more is the subject of
Federal Tax Accounting. Tax accounting rules are found in all areas of federal income tax. These rules
often involve many issues that are visible and, in some cases, invisible, governing items that are
includable in income, deductible or creditable. Many of the issues that arise in an audit depend on
resolution of tax accounting issues. As a result tax accounting issues have become more and more
important and receive more scrutiny in determining tax policy. Tax practitioners need to have a thorough
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understanding of tax accounting to be able to analyze and solve tax problems. Over the years tax
accounting has become more and more complex as the need for revenue has increased. The tax accounting
rules do not always match up with generally accepted accounting principles and, in fact, often deviate
from them. The goal of tax accounting is to produce income and to protect government revenue as opposed
to informing the public of information necessary for a financial decision. Tax accounting is not
transactional but periodic which means that on an annual basis taxpayers must determine whether they
have income or losses. There are several ameliorative provisions such as net operating losses, the tax
benefit rule, etc.. which may balance out certain tax accounting principles. Indeed, a substantial
portion of every tax problem that practitioners face inevitably involves a tax accounting issue.

Federal Tax Accounting - 2020
CCH's State Tax Handbook is the perfect quick-answer tool for tax practitioners and business
professionals who work with multiple state tax jurisdictions. This handy and affordable reference
provides readers with an overview of the taxation scheme of each state and the District of Columbia, as
well as multistate charts on income taxes (personal and corporate), sales and use taxes and tax
administration. It is a time saving resource for tax professionals by providing a single source of key
state tax information instead of having to consult multiple sources. This book brings together important
tax information for each state tax system and adds value to the practice of multistate tax advisors and
those advising multistate businesses. The book is set out in four parts, which together deliver an
overall picture of the states' levies, bases and rates of each tax, principal payment and return dates,
and other important information on major state taxes. The State Tax Handbook provides a comprehensive
Taxes by State section, which helpfully summarizes in one place the tax rules for each state, including
key information such as tax rates and filing/payment dates. It details the taxing authorities for each
jurisdiction, including addresses, phone numbers, websites and taxes governed by each office. This
helpful section also includes a discussion on collection of out-of-state taxes. The major features of
each state's revenue system are outlined in uniform arrangement which makes reference from state to
state easy. At-a-glance multistate charts detail important issues to assist state tax compliance and
planning. More than 120 charts are provided, covering discrete topics such as income tax rates, state
corporate and personal income tax reporting requirements, filing extensions, state taxation of passthrough entities; allocation and apportionment, AMT on preference items, manufacturing exemptions, sales
for resale, consolidated returns, and estimated tax requirements. The 2020 Edition reflects all state
legislative activities affecting corporate and personal income taxes and sales and use taxes through
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printing in early December 2019 to give practitioners up-to-date state tax information entering tax
season. There will no longer be a print version available of the Multistate Corporate Tax Course.

State Tax Handbook 2020

Federal Tax Study Manual (2021)

Pearson's Federal Taxation 2020 Individuals
America's most trusted tax advice, backed by detailed citations of authoritative tax references J.K.
Lasser's Your Income Tax Professional Edition 2020 is the tax preparer's guide to smart tax filing and
planning. The Professional Edition not only includes the trusted guidance, clear advice, and moneysaving tips featured in Your Income Tax, but also provides citations of tax authorities to help tax
professionals easily locate the law, IRS rulings and court decisions that support the text. Fully up to
date with the newest changes for 2019 tax returns, expert guidance from J.K. Lasser helps you maximize
deductions and shelter income while providing hundreds of examples of how tax laws apply to individual
situations. While evolving tax law can get very complex very quickly, this invaluable guide is designed
to help you find the answers you need without wading through volumes of the Internal Revenue Code or IRS
materials. Special icons call out new laws, IRS rulings, court decisions, filing pointers and planning
strategies, allowing you to locate important information without breaking your workflow. Keeping up with
changes to tax law is itself a full-time job—if it's not your full-time job, let the experts at J.K.
Lasser do the legwork for you! Read from beginning to end or dip in and out as needed—this exceptional
resource will help you: Get expert answers to tough tax situations quickly Navigate new laws, court
decisions, IRS rulings, and more Locate authoritative sources easily with citations of references from
the Code, the courts and the IRS. Avoid common pitfalls and adopt smart planning strategies for next
year Accessible, down-to-earth tax advice is always appreciated, but professional tax preparers need
more—such as authoritative sources to back their advice and clarify tricky situations that their clients
may encounter. J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax Professional Edition 2020 provides a quick one-stop
resource for every tax pro, merging detailed citations with America's most trusted tax advice for over
65 years.
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Practical Guide to Real Estate Taxation, 2020
Provide your students with a solid foundation in individual and corporate taxation using the book that
pioneered an unforgettable, clear and engaging approach to tax law more than 25 years ago. A groundbreaking, first-of-its-kind text, Pratt/Kulsrud's FEDERAL TAXATION today continues the momentum of
success for your students with the most timely updates of the latest tax legislation. The book is built
upon the authors' unwavering belief that the key to mastering taxation is to understand the underlying
purpose behind every rule. To support this understanding, FEDERAL TAXATION 2013, 7E provides a strong
conceptual background and places all material within a significant historical context. Specific learning
objectives, intriguing special features, more on tax planning in this edition, and ongoing coverage of
the continuing impact of recent legislative acts further your students' full comprehension of tax issues
today. In addition to rich online instructional support, this edition includes leading professional
software, such as H&R BLOCK At Home and CPAexcel for CPA Exam study. FEDERAL TAXATION 2013, 7E provides
everything today's students need for a full understanding of individual and corporate taxation as it's
practiced today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

South-Western Federal Taxation 2021: Corporations, Partnerships, Estates and Trusts
Accounting Information Systems 2e covers the four roles for accountants with respect to information
technology: users of technology and information systems, managers of users of technology, designers of
information systems, and evaluators of information systems. Accountants must understand the organization
and how organizational processes generate information important to management.The focus of Accounting
Information Systems, 2/e is on the accountant's role as business analyst in solving business problems by
database modeling, database design, and business process modeling. Unlike other texts that provide a
broad survey of AIS related topics, this text concentrates on developing practical, real-world business
analysis skills. Whether you are developing a new course for AIS or incorporating AIS materials into
your existing curriculum, Accounting Information Systems, 2/e will help prepare your students for their
future careers.

Top Federal Tax Issues for 2018
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Federal Income Taxation in Focus
Written by industry expert Sally Henry, Portable Bankruptcy Code & Rules, 2007 Edition updates
provisions effective through December 2006. This handy pocket reference features page tabs and a
complete keyword index to direct readers straight to relevant material. This classic reference is a musthave for all bankruptcy practitioners.

Pearson's Federal Taxation 2020 Corporations, Partnerships, Estates and Trusts
CCH's Federal Income Tax: Code and Regulations--Selected Sections provides a selection of the Internal
Revenue Code and Treasury Regulations pertaining to income tax. This popular volume reflects the
collective judgment of seven distinguished tax teachers and provides an effective mix of official
materials for individual and business undergraduate and graduate tax courses offered in law and business
schools. It provides in one volume, the provisions most commonly addressed in income tax courses The
book's highly readable 7-1/2" x 10" oversized page format make it easier to read for both professor and
student. The book is an attractive alternative to the full text of the multi-volume Internal Revenue
Code and Income Tax Regulations.

Federal Tax Research

Federal Taxation
Practical Guide to Real Estate Taxation is CCH's highly successful practical guide to the federal tax
consequences of real estate ownership, operations and activities. This updated Seventh Edition is the
most accessible and affordable reference available for all tax, real estate and investment professionals
who need to know the tax ramifications and underpinnings of real estate investment. Recent regulations,
tax rates and rulings are reflected throughout, along with other developments impacting the taxation of
real estate. Practical Guide to Real Estate Taxation begins by analyzing the tax basis of real estate
and then offers a comprehensive discussion of the forms of ownership with comparative benefits and
pitfalls of the differing types. Mortgages, at-risk rules, interest and other financial issues are
thoroughly covered. Activities involved once ownership is established are then discussed, including
rental/leasing arrangements, tenant's rent deduction, landlord's income, lease acquisition and
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cancellation, leasehold improvements, and investment credit considerations. The book thoroughly examines
the actual operation of real estate, including coverage of operating expenses and taxes, mixed-use
residences, startup expenses and real estate taxes, plus guidance on additions and improvements,
depreciation, development and related issues. An indepth focus on passive activity loss rules is
included, as well as a separate section analyzing homeowner issues. Finally, the disposition of real
estate is covered, along with a special discussion dealing with securitized real estate investments.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: David F. Windish is a tax attorney and consultant. He has served as instructor of taxadvantaged investments at the NY Institute of Finance, instructor of business law at the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, and adjunct professor at George Mason University. He has also served as executive editor
for Tax Analysts and managing editor for CCH's Business Strategies Guide. Mr. Windish is the author of
Tax Advantage Investments and Investor's Guide to Limited Partnerships, both published by the New York
Institute of Finance. He is a graduate of Rutgers University Law School and the NY University School of
Law, Graduate Division.

Income Tax Regulations
Master today's tax concepts and gain a thorough understanding of current tax legislation with SOUTHWESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2020: COMPREHENSIVE VOLUME, 43E. This complete, understandable book provides
the leading solution for understanding individual taxation, C corporations, taxes on financial
statements and flow-through entities. Updated coverage details the latest tax legislation for both
individual taxpayers and corporations, as of the time of publication, including tax reforms of 2018 and
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017. Engaging learning features, such as "Big Picture" examples, memorable
tax scenarios and "What If?" case variations help clarify concepts. These features also strengthen
critical-thinking, writing and online research skills that are key to success as a tax practitioner.
Each new book includes online access to Intuit ProConnect tax software, Checkpoint (Student Edition) by
Thomson Reuters, Becker CPA review questions, CengageNOWv2 online homework solution and MindTap Reader
to help prepare you for career success.

ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS
This comprehensive and authoritative resource provides full, unabridged text of the complete Internal
Revenue Code in two volumes. CCH offers this tax information in a timely and reliable manner that
business and tax professionals have come to expect and appreciate. This Winter Edition of Internal
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Revenue Code reflects all new statutory tax changes enacted as of December 31, 2020.

Federal Taxation 2013
Gain an understanding of individual income tax concepts and ever-changing tax legislation with SOUTHWESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2019: INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES, 42E. This reader-friendly presentation provides
the most effective solution to help you master individual taxation. You examine the most current tax
legislation for individual taxpayers at the time of publication. Clear examples, more summaries and
meaningful tax scenarios clarify concepts and sharpen your critical-thinking, writing and research
skills. The book's framework effectively demonstrates how topics relate to one another and to the 1040
form. Each new book includes instant access to Intuit® ProConnect tax software, Checkpoint® (Student
Edition) from Thomson Reuters, and CengageNOWv2 optional online homework solution. Trust this edition
for the most thorough coverage of individual income taxation available today, including the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act of 2017.

J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax Professional Edition 2020
Gain an understanding of today's tax concepts and ever-changing laws with the concise, reader-friendly
SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2021: ESSENTIALS OF TAXATION: INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS ENTITIES, 24E.
Master key taxation concepts and applications you need for success in accounting and taxation or prepare
to take the C.P.A. or Enrolled Agent Exam. With this edition you examine the most current tax law at the
time of publication, from recent tax law changes to complete coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of
2017 with related guidance from the Treasury Department. Concise coverage highlights the most important
rules and concepts on income, deductions and losses, property transactions, business entities, multijurisdictional taxation, as well as taxes on financial statements. Clear and numerous examples, helpful
summaries and interesting tax scenarios further clarify concepts and help you sharpen your criticalthinking, writing and research skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Effectively Representing Your Client Before the IRS

U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens
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Federal Taxation Comprehensive Topics is a popular teacher-created combination first- and second-level
tax course that offers comprehensive one-volume coverage of all the most important tax concepts and
principles for a solid grounding in federal taxation. It offers clear and concise explanation of
fundamental tax concepts in the framework of today's tax practice. Covering both planning and
compliance, the book strikes an effective balance between AICPA model curriculum demands and the favored
approaches of the majority of today's top tax teachers. Comprehensive Topics introduces students to the
complex and absorbing study of federal taxation, covering a broad range of subjects beginning with basic
concepts and individual taxation. Once the fundamentals are covered, tax accounting and the taxation of
partnerships and corporations become the focus. The final section of the book presents estate and gift
taxation coverage, along with income taxation of trusts and estates. Deferred compensation, education
savings, international tax, and state and local taxation are also addressed. Written by top tax teachers
from across the country, Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics presents materials in straightforward
language to improve student comprehension. Emphasis is given to the most important topics that have the
greatest real-world impact.

Federal Income Taxation of Real Estate
This first edition casebook provides a comprehensive introduction to the law of federal income taxation.
Coverage includes foundational concepts, core statutory and regulatory provisions, and specialized
terminology. Students can use Federal Income Taxation in Focus and its associated materials to build a
solid knowledge base and to enhance critical lawyering skills (e.g., comprehending complex rules and
presenting persuasive text-based arguments). Because it provides thorough substantive grounding and
familiarizes students with practice materials and research tools, the casebook enables students not only
to make a meaningful contribution in a clinical setting but also to proceed comfortably to advanced
study at the J.D. or L.L.M. level. Key Features: Student-Friendly Pedagogy Introductory Discussion of
Topics Case Previews and Post-Case Follow-Ups Real-Life Applications Chapter Summaries Application
Problems Federal Income Taxation in Practice Focus on Preparing Students for Practice Embrace of
Accessible, Modern-Day Authorities and Landmark Precedent Authorities, Examples, and Exercises Reflect
Student, Taxpayer, and Attorney Diversity

South-Western Federal Taxation 2021: Essentials of Taxation: Individuals and Business
Entities
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1999 CCH federal taxation

Federal Income Taxation of Debt Instruments - 2018 Edition
CCH's Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics is a popular teacher-created combination first- and secondlevel tax course that offers comprehensive one-volume coverage of all the most important tax concepts
and principles for a solid grounding in federal taxation. It offers clear and concise explanation of
fundamental tax concepts in the framework of today's tax practice. Covering both planning and
compliance, the book strikes an effective balance between AICPA model curriculum demands and the favored
approaches of the majority of today's top tax teachers. CCH's Comprehensive Topics introduces students
to the complex and absorbing study of federal taxation, covering a broad range of subjects beginning
with basic concepts and individual taxation. Once the fundamentals are covered, tax accounting and the
taxation of partnerships and corporations become the focus. The final section of the book presents
estate and gift taxation coverage, along with income taxation of trusts and estates. Deferred
compensation, education savings, international tax, and state and local taxation are also addressed.
Written by top tax teachers from across the country, CCH's Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics
presents materials in straightforward language to improve student comprehension. Emphasis is given to
the most important topics that have the greatest real-world impact. FOR ADOPTING TEACHERS: Instructors
adopting Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics also receive a looseleaf Instructor's Guide that
includes the following helpful features: 1) Course outlines and AICPA Model Tax Curriculum outlines that
show how the text can be used by teachers in various types of courses. 2) Summary of each chapter to
provide the adopter with a quick view of what's covered and to facilitate

McGraw-Hill's Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities 2020 Edition
Taxation 2020 introduces all relevant tax topic covered in the CPA exam to undergraduate or graduate
students in one-semester introductory tax courses. Offering a decision-making approach to the material,
this comprehensive yet accessible text maintains the appropriate balance between concepts and specifics.
Twelve concise, student-friendly chapters supply sufficient details to build upon for future careers in
taxation and consulting while avoiding the minutiae rarely seen in everyday practice. The new tenth
edition covers basic taxation of individuals, corporations, S corporations, partnerships, and fiduciary
entities. An emphasis on tax planning helps students understand the effect taxation has on decisions for
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both individuals and entities. Thoroughly updated for the coming tax year, this textbook covers
fundamental areas of taxation and its environment including business and property concepts, property
dispositions, business and wealth taxation, and income, expenses, and individual taxes. A wealth of
instructor resources includes two solutions manuals—one of which provides solutions to the Research and
Tax Return problems—an extensive test bank, and PowerPoint slides. Engaging, highly-readable text
enables instructors to assign students out-of-class readings and spend classroom time on more complex
topics.

Pearson's Federal Taxation 2020 Comprehensive
Gain a thorough understanding of corporate tax concepts and most current tax law with SOUTH-WESTERN
FEDERAL TAXATION 2021: CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, ESTATES & TRUSTS, 44E. This reader-friendly
presentation emphasizes the latest tax law and changes impacting today's corporations, partnerships,
estates and trusts. You examine the most current tax law at the time of publication. Complete coverage
of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 offers insights and guidance from the Treasury Department. Clear
examples, summaries and tax scenarios further clarify concepts and help you sharpen critical-thinking,
writing and research skills. Learn how taxes impact the corporate world today with this thorough
coverage. You can even use this edition to prepare for the C.P.A. exam or Enrolled Agent exam or begin
study for a career in tax accounting, financial reporting or auditing. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Internal Revenue Code: Income, Estate, Gift, Employment and Excise Taxes (Winter 2021
Edition)
The standard reference for serious tax professionals and students, CCH's Income Tax Regulations
reproduces the mammoth Treasury regulations that explain the IRS's position, prescribe operational
rules, and provide the mechanics for compliance with the Internal Revenue Code.

Federal Income Tax

Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics (2021)
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The Portable Bankruptcy Code and Rules

McGraw-Hill's Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities 2017 Edition, 8e

Federal Taxation
CCH's Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics is a popular teacher-created combination first- and secondlevel tax course that offers comprehensive one-volume coverage of all the most important tax concepts
and principles for a solid grounding in federal taxation. It offers clear and concise explanation of
fundamental tax concepts in the framework of today's tax practice. Covering both planning and
compliance, the book strikes an effective balance between AICPA model curriculum demands and the favored
approaches of the majority of today's top tax teachers.

The Supreme Court, Federal Taxation, and the Constitution
CCH's Federal Tax Study Manual is designed to enhance learning and improve comprehension for students of
federal tax. Clear and concise summaries along with hundreds of review questions and answers help
students understand the complexities of today's tax laws. Designed as an extra aid for students using
CCH's industry-leading tax textbooks, the Study Manual highlights and reinforces the key tax concepts
presented in: CCH's Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics, CCH's Federal Taxation: Basic Principles and
CCH's Principles of Business Taxation. The CCH Federal Tax Study Manual provides students with an
approach that combines self-study with programmed learning. Throughout the Study Manual, main concepts
are presented in a concise yet thorough fashion, allowing students to focus on and apply pertinent
information. Chapter-by-chapter summaries and easy-to-read outlines highlight the indepth textbook
explanations. Objective questions and problems (with solutions provided) are structured to help students
master, apply and later review materials presented in each chapter

South-western Federal Taxation 2020

Federal Income Taxation of Estates and Trusts
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Federal Taxation Comprehensive Topics is a popular teacher-created combination first- and second-level
tax course that offers comprehensive one-volume coverage of all the most important tax concepts and
principles for a solid grounding in federal taxation. It offers clear and concise explanation of
fundamental tax concepts in the framework of today's tax practice. Covering both planning and
compliance, the book strikes an effective balance between AICPA model curriculum demands and the favored
approaches of the majority of today's top tax teachers.

Federal Taxation
This book examines the intersection of the U.S. Constitution and federal taxation going back to the
earliest years of the nation. The author has organized over 1,100 Supreme Court cases for maximum
accessibility by practitioners and others involved in tax law practice, law making, and legal
scholarship. Highlights include a thoroughly researched chapter on the Court's decision in National
Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius.

Federal Taxation
Gain a thorough understanding of tax research today with the hands-on practice needed for success.
Sawyers/Gill's market-leading FEDERAL TAX RESEARCH, 12E's step-by-step approach uses the latest examples
and engaging discussions to focus on the most important elements of federal tax law and tax practices.
This edition explains how to use the latest versions of today's most popular online tax research tools,
including Thomson Reuters Checkpoint, CCH IntelliConnect, and BNA Bloomberg. Updated content addresses
ethical challenges in taxation today, qualified business income deductions and other legislative changes
enacted by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 as well as how Congress enacts technical changes. Coverage
of professional and legal responsibilities and IRS practices and procedures helps you prepare for the
CPA exam, while a focus on key research skills, problem-solving and communication skills prepares you
for success in today’s workplace. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Federal Taxation of Income, Estates, and Gifts

South-Western Federal Taxation 2019
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Federal Income Taxation of Debt Instruments is the definitive reference for the many complicated issues
involved with debt instruments. This comprehensive treatise contains clear interpretations of the basic
rules governing original issue discount and imputed interest and detailed coverage of many specialized
topics. In addition to complete coverage of the final OID regulations, the book covers virtually every
aspect of the taxation of debt instruments and many related areas.
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